The following video links provide you with the four technique movement sequences that you should provide on one video. Please note that we understand you may not have access to a studio and might encounter spatial restrictions and applicants may have varying spatial limitations. Do not be discouraged if you do not have access to a studio! Please submit one link to your video using YouTube, Vimeo, or Dropbox. Applicants will also present a 1-2 minute live solo performance (choreographed by you or someone else) during his/her scheduled Zoom meeting audition time on February 17th followed with a brief interview. Solo presentation and interviews followed by a Q&A session will be scheduled from 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (but may not take this much time depending on number of applicants.) A complete agenda with solo times will be sent to applicants on Tuesday, February 14th.

**PLEASE BE SURE TO WARM YOURSELF UP FIRST!**

Ballet - [https://youtu.be/hO0EeGVKQcg](https://youtu.be/hO0EeGVKQcg)  (Note: The video states to do the exercises on both sides, but this is not necessary, just use your best side. Feel free to use a chair for a barre!)

Contemporary - [https://youtu.be/jOdd3wQ0vZs](https://youtu.be/jOdd3wQ0vZs)  (It is understandable that you may not have a large space for this traveling phrase so please adapt to the space you have.)

Jazz - Talk thru: [https://youtu.be/6tt_U0TaKPM](https://youtu.be/6tt_U0TaKPM)
   - Forward facing: [https://youtu.be/azbIXA0It1I](https://youtu.be/azbIXA0It1I)
   - Back facing: [https://youtu.be/Si-zizVEsUU](https://youtu.be/Si-zizVEsUU)

West African - [https://youtu.be/oHcbsnT_8HM](https://youtu.be/oHcbsnT_8HM)

Please send your video link to: bjp@uga.edu